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Purpose: To compare coronary artery calcium volume and score (CACS) between

photon-counting detector (PCD) and conventional energy integrating detector (EID)

computed tomography (CT) in a phantom and prospective patient study.

Methods: A commercially available CACS phantom was scanned with a standard

CACS protocol (120 kVp, slice thickness/increment 3/1.5 mm, and a quantitative

Qr36 kernel), with filtered back projection on the EID-CT, and with monoenergetic

reconstruction at 70 keV and quantum iterative reconstruction off on the PCD-

CT. The same settings were used to prospectively acquire data in patients (n = 23,

65 ± 12.1 years), who underwent PCD- and EID-CT scans with a median of 5.5 (3.0–

12.5) days between the two scans in the period from August 2021 to March 2022.

CACS was quantified using a commercially available software solution. A regression

formula was obtained from the aforementioned comparison and applied to simulate

risk reclassification in a pre-existing cohort of 514 patients who underwent a cardiac

EID-CT between January and December 2021.

Results: Based on the phantom experiment, CACSPCD−CT showed a more accurate

measurement of the reference CAC volumes (overestimation of physical volumes:

PCD-CT 66.1 ± 1.6% vs. EID-CT: 77.2 ± 0.5%). CACSEID−CT and CACSPCD−CT

were strongly correlated, however, the latter measured significantly lower values

in the phantom (CACSPCD−CT: 60.5 (30.2–170.3) vs CACSEID−CT 74.7 (34.6–180.8),

p = 0.0015, r = 0.99, mean bias –9.7, Limits of Agreement (LoA) –36.6/17.3) and

in patients (non-significant) (CACSPCD−CT: 174.3 (11.1–872.7) vs CACSEID−CT 218.2

(18.5–876.4), p = 0.10, r = 0.94, mean bias –41.1, LoA –315.3/232.5). The systematic
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lower measurements of Agatston score on PCD-CT system led to reclassification of

5.25% of our simulated patient cohort to a lower classification class.

Conclusion: CACSPCD−CT is feasible and correlates strongly with CACSEID−CT,

however, leads to lower CACS values. PCD-CT may provide results that are more

accurate for CACS than EID-CT.

KEYWORDS

coronary artery calcium scoring (CACS), coronary artery disease, photon-counting
detector computed tomography, risk stratification, energy-integrating detector computed
tomography

1. Introduction

Coronary artery calcium scoring (CACS) is an established
method to assess the presence and extent of coronary artery
calcifications (1). CACS is an integral part of several guidelines for
risk assessment of coronary artery disease (CAD) in asymptomatic
and symptomatic individuals (2, 3).

Recently, a first-generation dual-source photon-counting
detector (PCD) computed tomography (CT) with electrocardiogram
(ECG) gating capability became clinically available. Compared
to conventional energy-integrating detector (EID) CT, PCD-CT
directly converts x-ray photons into an electrical signal without a
conversion into light. This difference leads to potential advantages
of PCD-CT in relation to spatial resolution and image noise. As the
PCD-CT detector “counts” each individual photon in relation to its
energy, it is thus capable of providing spectral image information
for every acquired scan (4). CACS has been investigated in phantom
studies using PCD-CT against EID-CT, combining specific settings
of different slice thicknesses, quantum iterative reconstruction
(QIR) levels, and virtual monoenergetic image (VMI) reconstruction
levels (5, 6). However, to the best of our knowledge, no data exists
comparing intra-individual CACS between EID- and PCD-CT
in patients according to the Agatston standard. In addition, the
effect of PCD-CT-based CACS on reclassification rates for risk
prediction is unknown.

Hence, the aim of this study was to compare CACS between
PCD-CT and conventional EID-CT in a commercially available
phantom with known plaque volumes and calcium densities, as well
as in a prospective patient cohort. A further aim was to evaluate
the possible effects of PCD-CT-based CACS on reclassification of
cardiovascular risk.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Phantom study

A commercially available chest phantom with a cardiac
calcification insert (Thorax & Cardiac Calcification Phantom, QRM,
Moehrendorf, Germany) was used as the ground truth for the in vitro
study. The phantom contains nine different cylinders with predefined
plaque diameter (small: 1 mm; medium: 3 mm; and large: 5 mm), each
with three different densities (low-density: 200 mg/cm3; medium-
density: 400 mg/cm3, and high-density: 800 mg/cm3 calcium
hydroxyapatite). The thoracic phantom simulates a small-sized

patient (anterior posterior and lateral diameter: 200 and 300 mm) and
was used without extension rings.

2.2. Phantom data acquisition

Phantom measurements were performed on both a conventional
EID-CT (SOMATOM Force, Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim,
Germany) and a PCD-CT system (NAEOTOM Alpha, Siemens
Healthineers). The PCD-CT contains two photon-counting cadmium
telluride (CdTe) detectors with 144 × 0.4 mm collimation on
each detector, allowing spectral CT data acquisition at a maximum
temporal resolution of 66 ms. The EID-CT is equipped with a
detector collimation of 192 × 0.6 mm. For both systems, tube
voltage was set to 120 kVp and volumetric CT Dose Index (CTDIvol)
was matched between the CT systems at 1.5 mGy. ECG signal
was simulated at 60 beats per minute and the examination was
triggered at the diastolic phase (75% of the cardiac cycle). To account
for variability of the different scans, phantom measurements were
repeated five times with a 2 mm shift and a 2◦ rotation (7).

A standard CACS CT protocol in sequential mode with a slice
thickness of 3 mm, increment of 1.5 mm and a quantitative kernel
(Qr36) was used on both systems. Images were reconstructed using
filtered back projection on the EID-CT. For the PCD-CT, CACS scans
were acquired according to a protocol suggested by the manufacturer
with a monoenergetic reconstruction at 70 keV and the lowest
available level of quantum iterative reconstruction (QIR off). Detailed
acquisition and reconstruction parameters are listed in Table 1.

2.3. Patient study

The protocol of this prospective, HIPAA-compliant, study was
approved by the local Institutional Review Board and written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects. All patients
underwent standard of care imaging on an EID-CT system, and an
additional research CT scan on a PCD-CT system between August
2021 and March 2022. The following inclusion criteria were applied:
(1) clinical indication for cardiac imaging, and (2) >18 years of age.
Exclusion criteria was: unable to be consented.

2.4. Patient data acquisition

CACS scans were acquired according to the phantom experiment
using the same two CT systems. CTDIvol were adjusted to be as
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similar as possible between PCD-CT and EID-CT, and based on the
automatic dose selection of the patient at the EID-CT (CareDose4D,
Siemens Healthineers). Reconstruction parameters were identical to
the phantom experiment.

2.5. Calcium scoring

In vitro and in vivo CACS was performed using a commercially
available software solution (CT CaScoring, syngo.via Version VB60,
Siemens Healthineers) by a single reader with 2 years of experience in
cardiovascular radiology, under the supervision of a board-certified
cardiovascular radiologist with 12 years of experience. The reader was
blinded to the origin of the CACS image. The software solution semi-
automatically quantifies coronary artery calcium (CAC) volumes
and CACS according to Agatston’s method. The algorithm uses a
threshold of 130 HU at 120 kVp and a minimum of a 0.5 mm2

connected area to detect calcium-containing voxels (8). Segments
with stents, or affected by artifacts related to pacemakers, or
other metallic objects, were manually excluded. Representative
phantom and patient examples are given in Figures 1, 2. For
risk assessment, the Rumberger classification was used to stratify
CACS into the following classes: 0, 1–10, 11–100, 101–400, and
>400 (9).

TABLE 1 CT acquisition and reconstruction parameter.

Modality EID-CT PCD-CT

Tube potential (kVp) 120 120

Monoenergetic level (keV) n/a 70

Reconstruction technique Filtered back-projection QIR off

Reconstruction kernel Qr36f Qr36f

Slice thickness/Increment (mm) 3/1.5 3/1.5

Field of view (mm) 200 200

Matrix size 512 × 512 512 × 512

QIR, quantum iterative reconstruction.

FIGURE 1

Image examples from phantom scanned in the EID-CT (A,C) and
PCD-CT (B,D) with and without color-overlay for CACS.

2.6. Reclassification simulation

A regression model was generated based on the CACS
comparison derived from the patient and phantom data to facilitate
a virtual recalculation and reclassification in a simulation study as
described previously (10). PCD-CT and EID-CT were compared,
and the EID-CT was considered as the clinical reference standard.
Therefore, a zero value in the EID-CT also causes a non-detectable
value in the PCD-CT and there are no negative Agatston scores. Thus,
a linear trend line with a y-intercept of zero was fitted to describe
inter-scanner CACS differences. A retrospective patient cohort, who
had previously undergone cardiac imaging on the same EID-CT
between January and December 2021, was used to investigate the
effect on the reclassification rate in a larger cohort. Inclusion criteria
were an Agatston score above zero. Hence, a total of 514 out of 1,301
screened patients were included in the simulation study.

2.7. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using dedicated software (SPSS
Statistics for Windows, Version 21.0, IBM Corp Armonk, NY, and
MedCalc for Windows, version 15.0, MedCalc Software, Ostend,
Belgium). Mean ± standard deviations (SD) were used for normally
distributed and median with an interquartile range for non-normal
distributed data. Categorical variables are reported with frequencies
and proportions. The difference between the CT measurements were
compared with the Wilcoxon rank sum tests. A p-value ≤ 0.05 was
considered significant. Spearman correlation coefficient (r) was used
to assess the correlation between CACS by PCD-CT and EID-CT.
Through Bland-Altman analyses, the mean bias, and the upper and
lower limits of agreement (LoA) between the two CT techniques
were assessed. Intraclass correlations coefficients (ICC) were used
to measure the agreement between the two different CT scanners
with the following interpretation: 0.0–0.3, lack of agreement; 0.31–
0.5, weak agreement; 0.51–0.7, moderate agreement; 0.71–0.9, strong
agreement; and 0.91–1.00, very strong agreement (11).

3. Results

3.1. Phantom study

CACSPCD−CT showed a strong correlation to CACSEID−CT ,
however, CACSPCD−CT measured significantly lower values
compared to CACSEID−CT (CACSPCD−CT : 60.5 (30.2–170.3) vs
CACSEID−CT 74.7 (34.6–180.8), p = 0.0015, r = 0.99, ICC = 0.99,
mean bias –9.7, LoA –36.6/17.3) (Figure 3). Compared to the
physical volumes of the calcium inserts, PCD-CT had a lower
overestimation to the reference value (overestimation of PCD-CT:
66.1 ± 1.6% vs EID-CT: 77.2 ± 0.5%) (Figure 4).

3.2. Patient study

The study population consisted of 23 patients (65 ± 12.1 years)
including 16 men and 7 women who underwent CACS scans on both
CT scanners. The EID-CT scan was followed by the PCD-CT scan
after a median of 5.5 (3.0–12.5) days. Radiation dose (CTDIvol) was
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FIGURE 2

Case example from a patient scanned in the EID-CT (CACSEID−CT: 964.1) and PCD-CT (CACSPCD−CT: 949.9).

FIGURE 3

Phantom study comparing CACS (A,C) and CAC volume (B,D) between PCD-CT and EID-CT in scatter- (A,B) and Bland-Altman plots (C,D). SD, standard
deviation; r, Spearmen correlation.

lower in PCD-CT imaging compared to the EID-CT (CTDIvol 2.4
(1.5–3.1) mGy and 2.9 (1.7–3.1) mGy, p = 0.0001). Details of the study
population are given in Table 2.

Similar to the phantom studies, the in vivo comparison yielded
strong correlation between PCD-CT and EID-CT for CACS (r = 0.94,

ICC = 0.99). When comparing median CACS, PCD-CT showed
lower CACS then EID-CT, but did not meet statistical significance
(CACSPCD−CT : 174.3 (11.1–872.7) vs CACSEID−CT 218.2 (18.5–
876.4), p = 0.10, mean bias –41.1, LoA –315.3/232.5) (Figure 5).
Global CACS volume was significantly lower for PCD-CT (p = 0.04).
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Detailed comparisons for the entire heart and per vessel are shown in
Table 3.

3.3. Reclassification simulation

The regression equation from in vitro and in vivo CACS
comparison (CACSPCD−CT vs. CACSEID−CT ; y = 0.936x) was used to
calculate a new risk classification for PCD-CT. From 1,301 patients,
787 patients had an Agatston score of 0 and 514 patients an Agatston
score above zero. From these 514 patients, 5.25% (27 patients) were
reclassified in a new, lower CACS risk score classification. Details are
provided in Table 4.

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the intra-individual difference in
CACS between PCD- and EID-CT in a phantom and a patient cohort.

FIGURE 4

Relative difference to the physical calcium insert volume (in percent)
for PCD- and EID-CT: 66.1 ± 1.6 vs. 77.2 ± 0.5%.

TABLE 2 Patient characteristics.

EID-CT PCD-CT

N 23

Female (%) 7 (30.4)

Age (years) 65 ± 12.1

BMI (kg/m2) 28.6 (26.7–31.3)

Difference between both scans (days) 5.5 (3.0–12.5)

Heart rate (bpm) 66.6 ± 14.5# 62.0 (55.0–73.0)#

CTDIvol (mGy) 2.9 (1.7–3.1)* 2.4 (1.5–3.1)*

DLP (mGy*cm) 45.0 (33.3–61.0)* 33.4 (24.4–48.5)*

Values are mean ± standard deviation, median (interquartile range), absolute and
relative frequencies.
BMI, body mass index; CTDI, computed tomography dose index; DLP, dose length product.
Comparison between EID- and PCD-CT: #p = 0.82, *p < 0.001.

The major findings are: First, PCD-CT measures lower CACS values
compared to EID-CT in an intra-individual in vitro and in vivo
comparison. Second, in vitro experiments demonstrated that PCD-
CT resulted in more accurate quantification of calcium volume.
Third, the reclassification rate for risk prediction was 5.25% using
a simulation study of 514 patients who underwent a CACS EID-
CT examination.

Various histopathological studies have shown a relevant
correlation between coronary calcifications and arteriosclerotic
disease (12, 13). CACS has a high negative predictive value, which
carries along a low risk for cardiovascular diseases (14, 15). Hence,
CACS is a useful diagnostic tool to stratify patients into low and
intermediate/high-risk groups. Furthermore, CACS can be used as a
prognostic tool predicting cardiovascular events and death (16, 17).

Our results from the phantom study suggest that PCD-CT
measures coronary artery calcium (CAC) more accurate than EID-
CT. Overestimation of CAC volumes compared to the ground-
truth is a widely known phenomenon. For example, van der Werf
et al. measured higher CACS values in a phantom using an EID-
CT compared to a prototype PCD-CT (6). An overestimation up
to 150% of the CAC volume was measured for the large-volume
and high-density calcium insert. This overestimation is caused by
blooming artifacts that increase the measurable size of plaques (18).
Intrinsically, measurements with the PCD-CT system seem to benefit
from a reduction of blooming artifacts, even when reconstructed
identically to the Agatston standard method derived from EID-CTs.
Similarly to phantom experiments that demonstrate lower CACS by
PCD-CT compared to EID-CT, our in vivo study also produced lower
CACS values, despite not being statistically significant, (p = 0.10),
which may be caused by our small patient sample. These results
indicate that PCD-CT derived CACS is more accurate than EID-CT
derived CACS with reference to the physical calcification volume.

Other investigations have compared CACS derived by PCD-CT
using different settings: Eberhard et al. found that the settings of
70 keV and QIR off; 65 keV and QIR 3/QIR4; Polychromatic images
(T3D) at 120 kV and QIR 4 have a <1% deviation from the reference
CACS value (5). Additionally, other scan modes such as Sn100 kV
with 70 keV and QIR 1 or at 90 kV with 65 keV and QIR 4 could
be used to obtain CACS with similar accuracy to the EID-CT and
lower radiation dose levels. (19, 20). Furthermore, CACS has also
been successfully derived from CCTA datasets by using a novel virtual
non-iodine reconstruction (PureCalcium) with high agreement to the
true non-contrast acquisition (21).

Despite its clinical and prognostic relevance, CACS is prone to
certain limitations (22). One of those is the limited repeatability of
CACS on different CT systems, as demonstrated by Willemink et al.
in cadaveric hearts (10). Reclassification rate may reach up to 6.5%
of cases, depending on the vendor of the CT system. In addition, a
certain inter-scan variability also exists when using a CT system for
repeated measurements (23). This can be caused by several factors
including partial volume effects, different breath-hold depth, and
heart rate variability (24). Budoff et al. demonstrated a variability
of 11.8% of the Agatston score in patients with end-stage renal
disease, especially those with an Agatston score below 30 (inter-scan
variability up to 61.3%).

The results of this study demonstrated a ∼5% lower CACS
derived by PCD-CT compared to EID-CT. This inter-system
deviation is in the range of prior reported inter-scan variabilities
and indicates that PCD-CT can be used for CACS in clinical routine
(23). However, our study investigated patients who underwent CACS
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FIGURE 5

Patient study comparing CACS (A,C) and CAC volume (B,D) between PCD-CT and EID-CT in scatter- (A,B) and Bland-Altman plots (C,D). SD, standard
deviation; r, Spearmen correlation.

TABLE 3 Comparison of total and per-vessel values between EID-CT and PCD-CT in patients.

EID-CT PCD-CT p r ICC Bias LoA

Total CACS 218.2 (18.5–876.4) 174.3 (11.1–872.7) 0.10 0.99 0.99 –41.4 –315.3/232.6

Total CAC volume 206.8 (15.9–782.6) 165.0 (9.8–731.6) 0.04 0.99 0.99 –37.6 –233.6/158.3

LM CACS 0.0 (0–21) 0.0 (0–26.9) 0.38 0.98 0.94 –5.6 –45.7/34.6

LM CAC volume 0.0 (0–19.1) 0.0 (0–19.1) 0.46 0.99 0.97 –3.0 –26.2/20.1

LAD CACS 91.0 (0.6–266.9) 96.3 (0.7–273.5) 0.22 0.99 0.99 16.1 –80.3/112.4

LAD CAC volume 78.0 (1.5–205.7) 83.1 (1.4–218.6) 0.35 0.99 0.99 8.2 –44.3/60.7

LCX CACS 53.1 (0–297.5) 16.7 (0–292.4) 0.11 0.97 0.95 –49.5 –356.1/257.0

LCX CAC volume 9.5 (0–47.3) 7.9 (0–45.4) 0.41 0.99 0.99 –0.2 –37.3/37.0

RCA CACS 53.1 (0–297.4) 16.7 (0–292.4) 0.30 0.97 0.95 –49.5 –356.1/257.0

RCA CAC volume 64.6 (0–291.7) 28.3 (0–277.2) 0.08 0.97 0.95 –41.2 –283.2/200.7

Values are median (interquartile range).
LM, left main, LAD, left anterior descending; LCX, left circumflex; RCA, right coronary artery; CACS, coronary artery calcium scoring; CAC, coronary artery calcium; ICC, intraclass
correlation; LoA, limits of agreement.

on the EID-CT and simulated their virtual CACS risk class that
would have been derived by the PCD-CT. According to our in vitro
and in vivo evaluations, approximately 5% of patients would have
been reclassified to a lower risk category with potential effects on
clinical management such as initiation of optimal medical therapy.
The new classification mostly affected patients who were classified
immediately above the next category’s cut off. One should thus be
cautious on the risk of potential reclassification when measuring
CACS on PCD-CT images. To compare CACS from PCD- to

a dual-source EID-CT (of the same vendor), CACSPCD−CT may
be multiplied by the factor of 1.056. Effects on prognostic and
therapeutic implications and a potential change in risk stratification
classes, however, have to be studied in future studies in larger cohorts.

Several attempts have been made to improve the conventional
CACS protocol since its introduction. Recently, van Praagh et al.
evaluated the optimization of several parameters in CACS for EID-
CT systems from four different vendors compared to the standard
CACS protocol (24). They reduced tube voltage to 100 kVp, radiation
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TABLE 4 Reclassification study for simulated PCD-CT examinations.

Original risk
classification

New risk
classification

Difference (%)

Agatston score category

0 787 0

1–10 62 5 8.06

11–100 132 5 3.79

101–400 144 10 6.94

>400 176 7 3.98

Total (>0) 514 27 5.25

Total 1,301

Total number of patients (n).

dose to 75%, slice thickness to 1 or 1.25 mm and applied a higher
iterative reconstruction level resulting in a 36 and 34% lower intra-
and inter-scan variability and improved detection of small and low-
density calcifications. However, these protocol modifications have not
been applied to PCD-CT derived CACS yet.

There are some limitations to our study that need to be
considered: First, the distribution of calcifications was imbalanced
in the patient cohort. There were only a limited number of patients
with severe calcification. Second, our patient cohort was limited
to 23 patients and a larger study group would be desirable to
improve the statistics of the model extended to the reclassification
rates. Clinical implications such as new reclassification classes for
PCD-CT based CACS have to be investigated in further studies.
Third, PCD-CT scans were acquired at slightly lower radiation
dose levels, thereby theoretically making them more prone to
software detection errors as CACS depends on acquisition and
reconstruction settings and the corresponding image noise levels.
Low dose scans with high image noise may result in higher Agatston
scores, because noise pixels exceeding the 130 HU threshold may
be erroneously counted as calcifications. In addition, the in this
study used lowest setting of iterative reconstruction (QIR off) may
not the optimal reconstruction setting for PCD-CT based CACS.
However, CACSPCD−CT systematically demonstrated lower CACS
values in this study. Fourth, a ground truth for CACS was available
only for phantom measurements. Differences and reclassification of
in vivo data can therefore be interpreted only in relation to the
phantom experiments, and we are unable to demonstrate which
in vivo CACS measurement is more accurate. Fifth, differences in
heart rate, radiation dose and other acquisition parameters including
breath-hold and positioning could have affected the results. However,
the analysis demonstrated systemic relationships that are unlikely
caused by individual factors. Finally, we considered just one available
phantom size, therefore, our results may not be applicable to
different body types.

In conclusion, PCD-CT measures lower CACS values in
both phantom and patient studies, resulting in reclassification of
approximately 5% of individuals into lower risk groups. Compared to
EID-CT, PCD-CT may be more accurate for physical quantification
of calcifications. Further studies have to be conducted to evaluate
optimized CACS PCD-CT imaging protocols and their potential
effect on risk stratification and medical treatment.
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